NOBEL
Kindly write to us as soon as possible, and explain to us the
peculiarities of the oil which we have mentioned. Our town will,
no doubt, adopt the same measures regarding the oil as New York
has done. It is generally felt that the Glonoin oil must be made
here. Have you made experiments with oil as old as the oil you
have sent, must be now ? And have you observed similar pecu-
liarities on opening the tins ? Does not the oil become dangerous
under such conditions ? In any case, do come here ; there is the
greatest field in the world here for your Glonoin oil, and you alone
can restore confidence. Have you ever seen mines in which three
hundred to seven hundred kegs of gunpowder are exploded at
once ? We have such mines, and call them " hydraulic mines."
Mountains which arc saturated with gold are washed with water
brought from high up in the mountains in a conduit pipe; the
rock is often too hard, and then a tunnel is made into which as
much as seven hundred kegs, with twenty-five pounds of gun-
powder the keg, are placed and exploded. This method, however,
costs much time and money. Now an artesian well hole, of about
four to five inches diameter, and about two hundred feet deep,
filled with Glonoin, would result in an enormous saving of time
and money. The " Central Pacific Railroad " alone consumes
about 300 kegs of gunpowder a day. It is therefore worth while
to introduce your oil. As explosive oil was not invented by a
member of their profession, the chemists are doing their level best
to paint its dangers in the most sinister light. Please come, and
send us a telegram to say when.
We hope that B. (Burstenbinder) won't be very troublesome.
The evidence you gave on the 25th was printed in the paper here
the following day.
Yours, etc.,
bahdmann, nielsen & Co.
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